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How to enable arc on onkyo receiver

My OSD HDMI is connected to Samsung UE55JU7000 tv. When watching Netflix or Amazon programmes, I have to get the audio via Optical connection to the receiver. How can I utilise the HDMI ARC to get the audio to my receiver by the same HDMI used for the OSD? any help will be most appreciated. UK Kill "Loudness". Preserve full "Dynamics"
William Check if CEC and ARC is enable in your TV. Then go to Onkyo's setup->Hardware->HDMI and enable first option on top of the list there. Hit the return key couple of times and av receiver should display "Searching and RHID ON" message. After this, you should be able to control Onkyo's volume with your TV's remote. Next, fire up Netflix or
Youtube. Amp should change its input to TV and you should hear sound coming from Onkyo. M&K S-150 LCR mk II/ 2 x KK Q125 / Sony STR-DN1080 / Sony KD55AG9 / Zidoo X10 Check if CEC and ARC is enable in your TV. Then go to Onkyo's setup->Hardware->HDMI and enable first option on top of the list there. Hit the return key couple of times
and av receiver should display "Searching and RHID ON" message. After this, you should be able to control Onkyo's volume with your TV's remote. Next, fire up Netflix or Youtube. Amp should change its input to TV and you should hear sound coming from Onkyo. Hi dobrykamil, I was able to enable Anynet+ (HDMI-CEC) on my tv. With the Onkyo I
completed the steps and after hitting return couple of times, it did not go into search mode. So I still do not have ARC. My Virginmedia is connected to Onkyo into CABL/SAT input. While any content from VM box I have my Onkyo remote on CABL/SAT selected. Netflix & Amazon Video are on the Smart HUB tv control, and Youtube are app on the VM
box. So when I watch YT it is on CABL/SAT input. Watching Netflix or Amazon video I have TV/CD selected on my Onkyo for sound via Optical connection from tv to Onkyo. So does not the Onkyo search for the tv. I have all devices HARD wire to my Home network. Please advise. UK Kill "Loudness". Preserve full "Dynamics" William Is your Onkyo
connected to ARC enabled hdmi port? Also, do you use something that looks like hdmi hub called One Connect Box ? M&K S-150 LCR mk II/ 2 x KK Q125 / Sony STR-DN1080 / Sony KD55AG9 / Zidoo X10 Is your Onkyo connected to ARC enabled hdmi port? Also, do you use something that looks like hdmi hub called One Connect Box ? 1. I do not use
One Connect Box. (incorrect see PS) 2. There seems to be NO ARC HDMI input on the Onkyo. I am reading up "Audio Selector You can set priorities of audio output when there are both digital and analog inputs. ■ Audio Selector `ARC: The audio signal from your TV tuner can be sent to the HDMI OUT of the AV receiver.*1 With this selection, the
TV’s audio can be automatically selected as a priority among other assignments. `HDMI: This can be selected when HDMI IN has been assigned as an input source. If both HDMI (HDMI IN) and digital audio inputs (COAXIAL IN or OPTICAL IN) have been assigned, HDMI input is automatically selected as a priority. `COAXIAL: This can be selected
when COAXIAL IN has been assigned as an input source. If both coaxial and HDMI inputs have been assigned, coaxial input is automatically selected as a priority. `OPTICAL: This can be selected when OPTICAL IN has been assigned as an input source. If both optical and HDMI inputs have been assigned, optical input is automatically selected as a
priority. `Analog: The AV receiver always outputs analog signals. Note • The setting is stored individually for each input selector. • This setting can be made only for the input source that is assigned as HDMI IN, COAXIAL IN, or OPTICAL IN. • The “Audio Selector” settings cannot be used with the NET, USB and PORT (with connected component)
input selectors. *1 You can select “ARC” if you select the TV/CD input selector. But you cannot if you’ve selected “Off” in the “Audio Return Channel” setting (➔ page 57)" from the user manual but I am not getting anywhere with it. The HDMI from receiver HDMI OUT is connected to TV ARC HDMI. PS: My misunderstanding about One Connect Box.
It has the box. One side is connected (push fit) to tv and the other end has a block with HDMI IN (STB), HDMI IN (DVI), HDMI IN (MHL), HDMI IN (ARC) and Digital Audio Out (Optical). Last edited: Dec 1, 2019 UK Kill "Loudness". Preserve full "Dynamics" William Sorry, I meant arc enabled hdmi port on your TV.Usually hdmi 1 or 2. That port should
have ARC label above. M&K S-150 LCR mk II/ 2 x KK Q125 / Sony STR-DN1080 / Sony KD55AG9 / Zidoo X10 Sorry, I meant arc enabled hdmi port on your TV.Usually hdmi 1 or 2. That port should have ARC label above. PS: My misunderstanding about One Connect Box. It has the box. One side is connected (push fit) to tv and the other end has a
block with HDMI IN (STB), HDMI IN (DVI), HDMI IN (MHL), HDMI IN (ARC) and Digital Audio Out (Optical). UK Kill "Loudness". Preserve full "Dynamics" William I am having the same problem, and posted the question elsewhere. I know this thread is pretty stale, but maybe I can get some help: I set up my new LG OLED48CXPUB TV last night.
Pretty gorgeous picture. Today tried using the HDMi ARC feature to the Onkyo TX-NR609 to which it is attached, but alas no sound. Did the Hardware setup as the manual called for... pretty straight forward, even trying to repeat the setup to be sure it was correct (RIHD off, exit setup, enter setup> hardware setup> HDMI setup> and turn RIHD on).
The Onkyo searches and turns up the model number of the BluRay player (which was turned off and connected to the BD/DVD HDMI input), but not the LG TV, which is connected to the TV HDMI output (and should work with ARC). I've tried powering everything off and back on after the setup (as the manual mentions this might be needed. HDMI
ARC is the selected sound output on the LG. Tried in both Amazon Prime and Apple TV, still no sound to the receiver (TV/CD obviously selected as the input selector on the Onkyo... still no sound). The ARC feature works with my Sony 950G and the Onkyo TX-RZ630 (a newer AVR, obviously). It would be great to fix this. The ARC feature is important
for us. Any help? I am posting this in case others have had the same issue I had getting HDMI ARC to work with an Onkyo AVR (in my case a TX-NR609). Called Onkyo support, fast and helpful, and a really duh fix that worked. Unplugged everything, waited 60 seconds, plugged in again, turned on TV first, then AVR. ... et voila... I now have sound
through the AVR. Advanced Settings HDMI CEC (RIHD) Default Value: Off Setting to "On" enables the input selection link and other link functions with HDMI connected CEC compliant device. "Off": When not using this function. Depending on the TV set, a link may need to be configured on the TV. When this setting is set to "On", closing the onscreen menu displays the name of the CEC-compatible devices and "RIHD On" on the display. When this setting is set to "On", power consumption in standby mode may increase. (Depending on the TV status, the unit will enter the normal standby mode.) When this setting is set to "On" and you are listening to the audio through the speakers of your
TV, operating the MASTER VOLUME control of the unit outputs audio from the speakers connected to the unit. If you want to output audio from either of the unit or TV, change the unit or TV settings, or reduce the volume of the unit. If misbehavior occurs when this setting is set to "On", set this setting to "Off". When connecting a non-CEC
compatible component, or when you are not sure whether it is compatible, set the setting to "Off". When making the change to this setting, turn off and then on again the power of all connected components. HDMI Through Default Value: Off Allows video signals from an AV component connected via HDMI to be output to the TV independently of
whether the AV receiver is on standby. This setting is only valid for INPUT SELECTOR buttons assigned to HDMI IN jack. You cannot set this setting to INPUT SELECTOR button which is not assigned to any HDMI IN jack. "Off": To disable this function. The input signal from any HDMI IN jacks cannot be output to TV. "BD/DVD", "CBL/SAT",
"STB/DVR", "GAME", "PC", "AUX", "TV/CD": Input signal from components connected to the HDMI IN jack assigned to each input selector is output to TV. "Last": Input signal from the components connected to input selector which was selected just before the unit enters the standby. "AUTO": Input signal from all components connected to HDMI IN
jacks is displayed on TV. "Auto (Eco)": Input signal from all components connected to HDMI IN jacks is displayed on TV. Selecting this setting when using CEC-compatible TV, the power consumption on standby is reduced. You cannot select this setting, when "HDMI CEC (RIHD)" is set to "Off". When "HDMI Through" is set, the power consumption
increases even when the unit is on standby. However, the increase in power consumption is kept to a minimum by automatically entering the HYBRID STANDBY mode, where only the essential circuit is operating. When making the change to this setting, turn off and then on again the power of all connected components. Audio TV Out Default
Value: Off This function outputs the audio through the speakers of the TV connected to HDMI with this unit turned on. "On": When using this function "Off": When not using this function. When setting this function to "On", set "HDMI CEC (RIHD)" to "Off". This function is fixed to "Auto", when setting "HDMI CEC (RIHD)" to "On". Listening mode
cannot be changed while "Audio TV Out" is set to "On" and audio is being output through the speakers of the TV. Depending on your TV set or input signal of the component, audio may not output through the speakers of the TV even if "Audio TV Out" is set to "On". In such case, audio is output from the speakers of the unit. Operating the MASTER
VOLUME control of the unit when "Audio TV Out" or "HDMI CEC (RIHD)" is set to "On" and you are listening to the audio through the speakers of your TV, outputs audio from the unit. If you do not want to output audio from the unit, change the unit or TV settings, or reduce the volume of the unit. Audio Return Ch Default Value: - Connection to the
ARC compatible TV using HDMI cable allows to listen to the TV sound from the speakers connected to the unit. To use this function, set "HDMI CEC (RIHD)" to "On" in advance. "Auto": When using this function. "Off": When not using this funtion. LipSync Default Value: On This function automatically corrects any desynchronization between the video
and audio signals based on data from the HDMI LipSync compatible TV. "On": When using this function. "Off": When not using this function. InstaPrevue Default Value: - This function is related to the preview thumbnails of the video input through HDMI, which will be displayed using "InstaPrevue" in the Home menu. Depending on the video source,
the preview thumbnails configured in "InstaPrevue" may not be displayed properly. SN 29401758HTML_EN(C) Copyright 2014 Onkyo Corporation Japan. All rights reserved.
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